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Vanessa Judelman
Leadership Development, Human Resources and Intergenerational Workplace Expert
“I teach these skills in a way that guarantees behavioural change and ensures that the learning
sticks.” Vanessa Judelman
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Speaker Biography:
Vanessa Judelman is President of Mosaic People Development, consultant and a leadership expert.
Through her HR background and business practice, Vanessa has developed a solid reputation for
knowing what it takes to inspire great results in the new world of work. Her personal leadership
experience allows her to intimately understand what leaders struggle with and the difficulties they
encounter every day. She knows that leadership can be rewarding and understands that it can also
be extremely stressful and challenging.
For this reason, Vanessa is dedicated to developing great leaders, building collaborative teams and
giving leaders the tools they need to be happy and productive. For almost two decades, Vanessa has
been developing her “secret sauce”. She knows that there is a science to developing leaders and has
created a proven formula to develop results-oriented leaders who feel empowered and confident to
do their job.
Whether keynote speaking, facilitating a group discussion or training, Vanessa Judelman’s programs
have achieved strategic and successful change outcomes with organizations such as Motorola,
Torstar Digital, Campbell’s Soup, the United Nations, Workopolis and Food Bank Canada. She is also
a guest lecturer in the MBA program at Ted Rogers School of Management. Her fresh perspective on
the world of work will challenge the misconceptions and myths often found in today’s workplaces.
It’s obvious that “old school” leadership is no longer working. A top down approach just doesn’t fly
any more. People want their leaders to be authentic. People want their leaders to care about them.
People want their leaders to help them to learn and grow. The bottom line is that people just want to
be happy at work. Yes, it is that simple!
Vanessa Judelman will teach your audience how to become an effective leader, find the time to give
feedback, coach their team and connect with them in a meaningful way. She will create a strategy to
improve your team culture from unproductive to disengaged to productive and high-performing.
As a co-active, certified coach, Vanessa Judelman motivates teams and individuals to exceed their
goals and her consulting experience and practice and regularly helps companies and organizations
in Talent Management, Performance Management, Intergenerational Workforce, Succession
Planning, and Learning and Development and Leadership. Judelman is noted as an expert in her
industry and has been featured in the Globe and Mail and National Post.
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Topic Presentations
The Game Changer: A New Kind of Leader for the New World of Work
The workplace is changing at an astonishing pace which requires a new kind of leader. Old business
models are crumbling, and new ways of working are emerging. In this keynote, participants will
learn the five key traits successful leaders are applying in the new world of work.
●
●
●

What is this new world of work?
How is it impacting leaders?
How can you navigate this environment successfully

Beyond the Digital Divide
How is the next generation is transforming the world of work? In this this presentation, Vanessa
Judelman explores these issues and debunks common myths about the generations at work.
Participants will watch Vanessa’s short film called Beyond the Digital Divide and then she will
highlight and expand on the key points and tailor the message for your audience.
●
●
●

Are digital natives (millennials) lazy and entitled?
How are their perspectives impacting the world of work?
What can be done to bridge the growing gap between digital natives and digital immigrants (those
not born into the digital era) at work?
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Books

Mastering Leadership: What it Takes to Lead in Today’s
Fast Paced World
If you are like most leaders out there, you are likely facing constant
change, a heavy workload, high expectations to deliver results and the
expectation to coach and develop your team. Mastering Leadership: What it
Takes to Lead in Today’s Fast Paced World will provide you with the
strategies you need to become an extraordinary leader, even under these
conditions.
This book is practical. You’ll hear countless stories of every day leaders
who have applied her approach to achieve excellent results. Plus you’ll be
able to assess your current leadership effectiveness as the book includes
three assessments and an action plan.
Vanessa Judelman also shares the wisdom of twelve executives who speak
frankly about the challenging, yet fulfilling journey of mastering leadership.
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Testimonials
“Vanessa was amongst the highest ranked speakers for two keynotes she recently delivered for the
Conference Board of Canada. She brought a combination of energy and insight to these
presentations that kept people raving about her sessions for months after.”
– John Brewer, Principle, Idea Exchange
“Vanessa has been developing leaders at all levels in our organization. I’ve had so much positive
feedback from the participants. A lot of them tell me they count the days to the next session because
she brings such a refreshing perspective and energy, they feel like they can conquer the world!!”
Anna Petosa – VP People, Torstar Digital
“if you are looking for practical and pragmatic, high impact results in the world of work today,
engage Vanessa Judelman. We’ve thoroughly enjoyed working with Vanessa, while formulating our
organizational core values, and various performance management processes and metrics. Vanessa is
a recognized expert in leadership and workplace development, and the results of her work have
been exceptional. She will bring any leader or team to new levels, leaving them touched, moved and
inspired!”
Dave Baran, VP National Sales, Workopolis
It is clear, Vanessa, that you are passionate about helping organizations maximize the potential of
their employees. What impressed me the most is your commitment to research-based
recommendations and solutions and integrating diverse points of view in your keynotes. You have to
know your employees before you can motivate them. You really get this.
David Coletto, Chief Insight Officer, Abacus Data
At our 23rd annual TLOMA Educational Conference this year I had the great pleasure of introducing
Vanessa Judelman as one of our guest speakers. Her seminar, entitled “What is the New World of
Work?”, gave the delegates who attended plenty of food for thought about how our work
environment has continued to change and evolve over the years, and why, and what motivates us to
perform well and inspire others around us to perform well also. Based on the quality of her
presentation and its content, I would highly recommend Vanessa as a motivational speaker and life
coach.
Bernard Quilty, Manager, Davis LLP
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